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INVESTOR RELEASE

Inclusion of PT MNC Digital Entertainment Tbk into the FTSE
Index to Further Drive Positive Long Term Sentiment
PT MNC Digital Entertainment Tbk (“the Company” or “MSIN”) will be included as a constituent stock
of the FTSE Global Equity Index Series for the Mid-Cap series effective from the 19th September
2022. The inclusion of MSIN into the index represents a strong indication of long term value and
growth prospects for The Company’s stock price and its international presence.

MSIN has successfully transformed into the leading digital entertainment group in Indonesia
focusing on various lines of businesses spanning its flagship digital OTT super-app platforms,
namely RCTI+ (AVOD super-app) and Vision+ (premium SVOD super-app), together reaching more
than 110 million MAU, boasting a powerhouse of 300,000 hours of digital content library, the
nation’s largest indoor and outdoor content production facilities, talent management, and new
ventures in E-sports and gaming. The Company is aggressively positioned in the market to extend
its dominance in both digital content play, whilst venturing into new business lines within the
region.
The inclusion of MSIN into the index represents a strong presence in the international market that
would attract more international investors to trade shares in Indonesia’s prominent digital
entertainment company.
Comments from Hary Tanoesoedibjo, President Director of MSIN and
Executive Chairman of MNC Group

“

Post our strategic consolidation of all our growth engine content and digital assets into MSIN in March
2022, we welcome the inclusion of MSIN into the globally prestigious FTSE Global Equity Index Series and

believe this will further expand our investor base whilst also increasing the trading liquidity of our shares. As we
continue to innovate, adapt and accelerate our plans to capture the opportunity in digital content consumption
audiences in both Indonesia and the wider region, this represents an opportunity for many of investors to
benefit from the growth of our business.

About MSIN

”

PT MNC Digital Entertainment Tbk or MSIN, as the largest digital entertainment Group in Indonesia,
has its main businesses in the production and distribution of the best and high-quality broadcast
content through all media platforms currently available through both analog and digital systems.
MSIN’s main business is supported by its business units under it that are engaged in managing
various digital distribution platforms, talent management, as well as social media management,
including Multi-Channel Networks (MCN), and game-related operations that include game
publishing, event management (talent search and e-sports competition), games aggregator, and
e-sports team management.
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* Source : MNC Internal Research, July 2022
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Disclaimer
By accepting this Press Release, you are agreeing to be bound by the restrictions set out below. Any failure to comply with these
restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. The information and opinions contained in this Press Release have
not been independently verified, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to, and no reliance shou ld be
placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of, the information or opinions contained herein. It is not the intention to
provide, and you may not rely on this Press Release as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the condition (financial or
other), earnings, business affairs, business prospects, properties or results of operations of the company or its subsidiaries. The
information and opinions contained in this Press Release are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change
without notice. Neither the company (including any of its affiliates, advisors and representatives) nor the underwriters (including any of
their respective affiliates, advisors or representatives) shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for
the accuracy or completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, any information or opinions contained herein nor for any loss howsoever
arising from any use of this presentation. In addition, the information contained in this Press Release contains projections and forwardlooking statements that reflect the company’s current views with respect to future events and financial performance. These views are
based on a number of estimates and current assumptions which are subject to business, economic and competitive
uncertainties and contingencies as well as various risks and these may change over time and in many cases are
outside the control of the company and its directors. No assurance can be given that future events will occur, that projections will be
achieved, or that the company’s assumptions are correct. Actual results may differ materially from those forecasts and projected. This
Press Release is not and does not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any
securities and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision
in relation thereto. Any investment in any securities issued by the company or its affiliates should be made solely on the basis of the final
offer document issued in respect of such securities.
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